
DeVera Finds Hew Way Through “The Jungle” 
 
 
I aimed at the public's heart, and by accident 1 hit it in the stomach. - Upton 
Sinclair on The Jungle 
 
 
As Americans we've always had stomachs that are easier to reach then hearts. This 
is clear with such expressions as, "The way to a man's heart is through the 
stomach." With the approach of The Jungle, as adapted for the Kutztown 
University stage by Dr. Gary Balfantz, actors prepare for the challenge of reaching 
hearts. 
 
I caught up with sophomore Maria DeVera in the SUB and dis-cussed the 
challenges she, would face playing Ona Rudkus: 'I'm really excited," Maria said, 
"because this is probably one of the most difficult roles I've ever played." 
 
During the course of the play Ona Rudkus is raped, beaten, and gives birth "I 
watched video tapes of women in labor. I watched for facial expressions and 
listened to the sounds they made." DeVera said. "In movies and television they 
usually make labor comical. I needed to see the real thing, be-cause for this play it 
needs to be serious." 
 
DeVera, although only in her sophomore year, is no stranger to the KU stage. The 
Jungle is DeVera's fourth show at KU. Last semester she stared in Antigone. 
 
"I'm really glad for the oppor-tunity to play this part." DeVera says that the 
"lingual part is most difficult." Ona Rudkus is a poor immigrant woman who 
comes to America with her husband in search of the ever elusive "American 
Dream." 
 
The most difficult scene? "It would probably be the scene where I explain to my 
husband that have been raped by my boss DeVera continued, "It's taken a lot of 
coaching and work to get it to where it is, but I'm very confi-dent now." 
 
Dr Gary Balfantz adapted the Sinclair novel for stage. According to DeVera, 
Balfantz "did really well at choosing themost vital parts of the story and portraying 
it on stage." 
 
Asked to evaluate Balfantz's skill as a director, DeVera is equally impressed. "He 
casted so well. Now that we're into the show, I really couldn't imagine any one 
else in roles other then the ones they have." 
 
DeVera attends rehearsal six nights a week for two to threehours. She also carries 
15 study hours. DeVera states, "I'm really glad my parents are supportive of me, 
both emotionally and financially. They understand that this is what's im-portant to 
me right now." 
 
Since Balfantz adapted the play from the Upton Sinclair novel stu-dents may feel 
that they need to read the book before seeing the play DeVera advises, "It would 



be ideal, but it isn't necessary. There is a lot of symbolism in the play that my be 
easier to understand if you've read the novel, but it certainly isn't necessary." 
 
DeVera went on to say, "I really advise students to see the play, because The 
Jungle is about- what we're made of as Americans. It's about what our families 
went through so that we could become what we are." 
 
Now for the question of the day. When we go to see The Jungle should we expect 
Balfantz's stage version to affect our,heart's or our stomachs? DeVera says, "Well 
... a little of both. No. A lot of both!" 
 
The Jungle will run November 10th through 14th. Tickets are available now at the 
Stu dent Union Service Desk. Tickets are $6. 
 
 


